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• Introduction •
Sia Partners researched the use of gender-biased language in Dutch job ads for the first time in
January 2020. 67% of the industries were masculine-oriented. Conducting the research again in
September 2020, a shift towards the usage of feminine-coded language has taken place.
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There are possible explanations that could explain this shift:

1.

Organisations become more aware of the need to diversify and
(un)consciously adjust their communication.

2.

Responsibility, care and compassion are among the leadership skills
that people seek during the pandemic. As research and the media
acknowledges the benefits of the combination of masculine and
feminine (androgynous) leadership traits during the pandemic, this
has led to more feminine-coded language in job ads.

3.

The relative distribution of sectors has changed as a result of the
impact of the crisis in sectors.

• Masculine and feminine-coded language •
In social studies, it is shown that if job ads contain mainly masculine-coded words they are less
appealing to female applicants. When using mainly feminine-coded words, job ads are evenly
appealing to female and male applicants, leading to more gender diversity on the work floor.
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Studies have shown that the words are just as
appealing to males and females. This leads to
more diverse applicants for the job

Studies have found that these words are
appealing to men, but result in fewer female
job applicants. This might result in a male
dominated environment
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An example of masculine-coded language is:
You are result driven

.

The sentence on the left can be written as
neutral or feminine:
You are able to achieve results

• Our Gender-coded language tracker bot •
Sia Partners’ Data Science lab built a gender-coded language tracker bot via
its innovative Heka ecosystem. The bot analysed job ads on the use of Dutch
gender-coded language supported by social research.
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• Our main findings •
Feminine-oriented industries became
more balanced (androgynous) in the
use of gender-coded words.

In a short time frame, we see that
masculine-oriented industries
became more feminine-oriented
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The more masculine-oriented industries show
an increase in the use of feminine-coded words

• Total overview •
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Note:
The research is based on job ads posted on the job ad website Indeed in September 2020
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